
  

Introduction To Climate Change 
An overview of the environmental challenges we face and how
we can work together to be a truly sustainable, global society.



  

Lesson 1 Agenda
Introduction To Climate Change

Introduction
Overview: Speaker and Students

Def ining Important Terms
Addressing Skepticism

Scenarios

Global Climate Challenges
Effects of Global Warming

Climate Change and Pollution

Q&A Intermission

Introduction to Sustainability
Solutions to Climate Change

Celebrate The Good!



  

About the Presenter

  Joshua Kruer, founder of Nature Was Here



  

Environmental Education  (Elementary + High School)



  

Media  (Music, Poetry, Art/Photography)



  

Social Permaculture  (Workshops, Potlucks and Public Speaking) 



  

What Is Climate Change?

-Climate Change is any significant change to
climate which includes seasonal weather patterns 

-Climate Change is caused by Global Warming, 
which is the overall rise in global temperatures  

-Global Warming is caused by Greenhouse Gas 
emissions, which trap heat in the atmosphere 

-the primary sources of Greenhouse Gases are
Carbon Dioxide from Fossil Fuels (coal, oil, etc), as
well as Methane from cows in Industrial Farms and
Freon used in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

Questions? 



  

GLOBAL WARMING



  

Public Skepticism
Misinformation and Propaganda



  



  

Newspaper article
from 1912 accurately

forecasts the
consequences off

adding Carbon to the
atmosphere. 

The History 
of Climate

Predictions



  



  

A previously unpublished, internal study conducted by
Exxon Mobile, the largest oil company in the world
accurately predicted current warming trends in 1982.

Climate Predictions From An Unlikely Source...



  

History of Forces Affecting Global Temperature

Accounting for Variables



  

Global Atmospheric Carbon
Current Atmospheric Carbon = 440ppm+

Pre-Industrial average (past 400,000 years)  = 180-280ppm



  Global Average Temperature 1885 – 2015



  

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IPCC is an international authority, with scientists
from over 60 countries, using established, peer-
reviewed research.  Referenced by many, including
films like An Inconvenient Sequel. Trust the Science!



  

We must limit Global Warming to 1.5 degrees to
mitigate worst effects of Climate Change.

IPCC uses lower estimates, which are possibly too
conservative, so the reality may be more imminent. 



  

Modeling possible climate scenarios based
on current policies and target goals.



  

Consequences of Climate Change
As Global temperatures rise, climate patterns are disrupted.
This effect is seen as extreme Weather phenomena: larger
and more frequent storms, drought and floods. 

Climate Change is also becomes evident as we see more
forest fires, rising sea levels and even pandemics. 



  

Rising Sea Levels

https://ny.curbed.com/2017/12/29/16830590/nyc-rising-sea-level-visuals-climate-central/comment/457708983



  

Droughts and Floods



  

Extreme Weather Events



  



  



  



  

 



  



  

Climate Refugees 



  

Effects of Climate Change, in Summary:



  

Climate Change and Pollution
Greenhouse Gases are the primary cause of Global
Warming, which is driving Climate Change, but are
just one type of pollution. Other types of pollution
that affect Climate include: water, soil, noise, light
and other air pollution. Pollution and other effects of
human activity will be detailed in following presentations.



  

Why There Is Hope!

We have the knowledge!  Climate Change is well-
documented and the data is readily available.

We have the technology! Scientists have already
identified the most effective solutions and we have
the technology to implement these solutions. Global
Warming is reversible!

We have the power! People across the globe are
waking up to the reality of our situation and
recognizing our collective power as global citizens.
Ultimately, every action is a vote that matters.



  

Introduction to Sustainability
 Living more sustainably is the path to solving climate change. To be more 
sustainable is to intentionally generate less waste, use less fossil fuels, and 

other practices, therefore lowering our carbon footprint and ecological 
footprint, thereby slowing global warming and solving climate change

Reduce energy consumption and invest in cleaner energy production.
Protect, manage and restore natural systems. 



  

Renewable Energy

Renewable energy is energy produced from sources that do not deplete
or can be replenished within a human's life time. The most common
examples include wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and hydropower.
This is in contrast to non-renewable sources such as fossil fuels.



  

Carbon Pricing

Economists have long suggested that raising the cost of burning
coal, oil and gas can be a cost-effective way to curb emissions. But,
in practice, most countries have found it politically difficult to set
prices that are high enough to spur truly deep reductions.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/04/02/climate/pricing-carbon-emissions.html



  

Renewables and Carbon Tax



  



  



  

Climate Change Performance



  

Top Solutions to Solve the
Climate Crisis

Proper recycling of refrigerants like freon, onshore wind power,
reducing food waste and a plant-rich diet are the top climate solutions.



  

Celebrate Good News!

...and more!



  

What happens when we slow down...

Pollution levels dropped by as much as 40% in some regions
of the world since the lockdown in early 2020.



  

...clear skies in Los Angeles, CA  2020



  

A better world is possible... 

Use your imagination and focus on a goal...



  



  



  



  

Resources and Further Reading

-A.C.E. Alliance for Climate Education

-Project Drawdown: Solutions

-Extinction Rebellion (EU)

-Sunrise Movement (US)

-The Venus Project


